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ACG Inspection Installs 1,000th Track & Trace Line
ACG’s comprehensive serialization services implemented
in more than 100 countries around the world
ACG Inspection – one of the four businesses of ACG Group, the only supplier in the world offering endto-end manufacturing solutions for the pharmaceutical industry – recently completed the supply,
installation, and validation of its 1,000th Track & Trace line. This milestone places ACG among just a
handful of global serialization providers, a testament to the company's comprehensive Track & Trace
solutions spanning initial batch coding and serialization through aggregation, data management and
government/third-party reporting.
The milestone also marks the 10-year anniversary of ACG Inspection. Since its’ inauguration the
company has grown steadily across Europe, with facilities in Croatia, Switzerland and Russia added
recently.
ACG Inspection's (ACGI) two signature services, VeriShield, and QualiShield, combine to encompass
the full gamut of pharma serialization needs, offering turnkey compliance with current and pending
track & trace mandates in countries across the globe. VeriShield offers serialization and aggregation
solutions for cartons and bottles at the primary, secondary, and tertiary packaging levels. QualiShield
is a complementary, extensive range of high-accuracy camera inspection solutions for pharma doses,
labels, and cartons to help pharma companies consistently deliver best-possible products.
ACGI has an extensive portfolio for global Track & Trace requirements with complete coverage of
Levels 1-5 serialization needs, from individual line implementation to enterprise IT coordination and
government/third-party reporting capabilities. The company has a serialization solutions presence in
more than 100 countries around the world.
ACGI’s VeriShield serialization and aggregation solutions with Enterprise Management Suite are
among the critical solutions designed to provide customer compliance for India DGFT mandates. These
end-to end comprehensive solutions include line-level serialization and aggregation solution with a
centralized solution providing Track & Trace regulation support, global network serial number
management, centralized data management, integration modules for supply chain partners, etc.
###
About ACG

ACG group is the world’s only integrated pharma manufacturing solutions company absolutely
committed to delivering exceptional solutions to the global pharmaceutical industry. The company’s
diverse product range of Capsules, Films & Foils, Engineering, and Inspection systems meets
international regulatory requirements. ACG is committed to just one goal: to offer everything needed
for efficient capsule and tablet manufacturing.
ACG has over five decades of experience and is present in over 100 countries, with more than 4,500
associates workers around the world. Our customer-centric approach has won us many loyal, satisfied
customers and partners by nurturing relationships.
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